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Abstract 
This paper presents an overview of urban traffic flow from the perspective of system theory and stochastic control. The topics 
of modeling, identification, estimation and, simulation techniques are evaluated and validated using actual traffic flow data from 
the city of Jakarta and Bandung, Indonesia, and synthetic data generated from traffic micro-simulator VISSIM. The results on 
particle filter (PF) based state estimation and Expectation-Maximization (EM) based parameter estimation (identification) 
confirm the proposed model gives satisfactory results that capture the variation of urban traffic flow. The combination of the 
technique and the simulator platform assembles possibility to develop a real-time traffic light controller. 
 
Keywords: intelligent transportation system; stochastic hybrid system; state/parameter estimation; expectation-maximization; 
particle filter. 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The application of advanced technologies 
including computers, electronics, and 
communications can contribute to traffic 
conditions improvement, environmental quality 
enhancement, and economic productivity 
increase. These technologies, collectively known 
as intelligent transportation system (ITS), are 
rapidly being accepted by transport authorities as 
a viable alternative to reliance on building more 
roads to reduce congestion. Advanced traffic 
management systems (ATMS) in particular have 
been shown in many experiments around the 
world to decrease travel times, to improve 
networks speeds, and to reduce environmental 
emissions and congestion. However, the benefits 
of these systems have also been found to be a 
function of the accuracy and the robustness of the 
underlying computer algorithms and optimization 
techniques that provide various levels of 
intelligence to traffic signal control and 
operations. 
One of the ITS technologies is a coordinated 
control of traffic lights in an urban area. It 
proposes good prospects for reducing travel time 
and pollution due to traffic. The control action 
that can be used in order to improve the behavior 
of the system consists of selecting the red-to-
green switching times of traffic signals. 
However, the design of a good (model based) 
control system, typically, needs a dynamic model 
that relies on the prior knowledge of a 
mathematical model that describes the evolution 
of states and the noise characteristics. Therefore, 
it is necessary to identify or to estimate the 
parameters of the system model, both offline and 
online, from the data observed during the 
operation.  
The stochastic model must be able to describe 
the variability over time of the traffic flow, 
allowing probabilistic prediction of future traffic 
flows so that control actions by switching traffic 
lights can anticipate future traffic. Anticipation 
(including prediction) can improve the 
performance by properly coordinating traffic 
lights. This requires models that depict the 
evolution of traffic flow both in time and in 
space. Plant modeling can be either data-driven 
or based on first principles. Data-driven plant 
modeling uses techniques such as system 
identification (parameter estimation). With 
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system identification, the plant model is 
identified by acquiring and processing raw data 
from a real-world system and selects a 
mathematical algorithm that is used to identify a 
mathematical model. Various kinds of analysis 
and simulations can be performed using the 
identified model before it is utilized to design a 
model-based controller. 
The need for accurate traffic flow has long 
been proposed in the international scientific 
literatures [1,2,3]. Numerous methods have been 
developed especially for freeway traffic state 
estimation. These methods aim to estimating 
traffic variables such as flow, speed, and 
densities for considered freeway network with an 
adequate time-spatial resolution. This estimation 
is performed with an assumption based on a 
limited amount of available noisy measurement 
data. The methods were almost exclusively based 
on the macroscopic traffic flow modeling such as 
by using (extended) Kalman filter [4] and particle 
filter [5]. The macroscopic model depends on 
some important parameters such as free speed, 
critical density and capacity, etc. The values of 
some considered parameters are set as unknown 
parameters that should be determined by using 
previous off-line model calibration. 
The stochastic models with estimated 
parameters can be used for estimating and 
predicting traffic flow, and thus also for 
estimating queue lengths at signalized 
intersections. The variability of the traffic flow 
during successive cycles of the traffic light is a 
prominent factor in predicting the expected 
queue-length, therefore estimating parameters. 
Establishing model that represents this variability 
correctly is a challenging problem due to strong 
coupling between traffic light (discrete events) 
and traffic flow (discrete time). The discrete 
event and the discrete time dynamics of such 
model are coupled, called the stochastic hybrid 
model. 
In traffic measurement data, we have to deal 
with many types of errors. This paper uses data 
from a video-type sensor to detect the vehicles on 
the road network of two cities of Indonesia, 
namely Jakarta and Bandung. Noise for this type 
of sensor includes both false detections and 
missed vehicles (due to of traffic congestion, 
counting errors due to night time and obstacles in 
an urban environment). 
The paper is aimed to introduce the general 
overview of modeling, identification/estimation 
and simulation aspects of urban traffic flow 
which is then validated using actual traffic flow 
data. In the simulation parts, VISSIM is used to 
simulate traffic flow through the analysis of 
queueing and fluid flow model. 
 
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION 
In this section, we consider stochastic hybrid 
modeling of traffic flow along one particular 
approach route to a signalized intersection, and 
indicate how this model is useful in controlling 
the operation of a signalized intersection, 
explaining why the identification/parameter 
estimation problem treated in this paper fits into 
the overall traffic control problem. 
We may define the evolution of the queue-
length by: 
 
t
t
dtQtQ
0
))()(()()( 0    (1) 
where ))(()( tt    is the traffic flow rate 
(generally called )(t  so far) of the arrival 
stream of vehicles (respectively the departure 
stream of vehicles), measured in veh/sec. As 
mentioned above, we use the fluid-flow 
approach, aggregate the number of vehicles 
during a cycle period, and implicitly assume that 
during the k -th cycle, between kt  and 1kt , the 
flow rate remains constant, equals to k
respectively k . 
Figure 1 shows that intersection I-313 has 
arrival flow 11L  which is determined by using 
sensor (video camera) output that counts the 
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Figure 1. Configuration of arterial study 
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number of vehicles that passes the sensor location 
9, 6, 7, and 12 divided by the cycle length of the 
intersection I-314. This approach defines the 
arrival rate )(t . The departure rate for 
intersection 314, called 
11L , is defined by 
counting the vehicles that pass the sensor location 
8, 9, 10 at downstream intersection I-313, divided 
by green period of lane 11L  at intersection I-313 
(the time delay corresponding to the travel time 
between intersection 313 and 314 must of course 
be taken into account here). Of course this is 
under the assumption that drivers of vehicles that 
pass the sensor location 9, 6, 7, and 12 follow the 
traffic rules. 
For each intersection, the traffic cycle is 
divided into two separate periods, called the red 
and the green periods. For each of the period, 
only some traffic flows are allowed to cross the 
intersection so that the departure rate 0)(11 tL  
whenever traffic in the North-South direction 
sees red at intersection 313. There are, for each 
intersection, two decision variables 
kkg ttT 212  
(green period) representing the time duration 
between switching times kt2  and 12 kt  while
1222   kkr ttT  (red period) acting between 12 kt  
and 22 kt . The traffic control signal problem is to 
determine, for each cycle, good values for these 
two decision variables by minimizing some cost 
functions, typically depending on the expected 
queue-length. 
The design of a good traffic controller 
therefore requires that a good model is available 
to represent the evolution of the arrival and the 
departure traffic flows, k  (a non-negative 
random process) and k  (a non-negative random 
process that takes the value 0 whenever the 
traffic light is red for the corresponding 
direction). The stochastic hybrid model provides 
the required model. The goal of this paper is to 
develop an efficient algorithm for estimating the 
parameters of such model using real data from 
sensors at the location where the model is to be 
applied. 
Referring to the simple intersection in Figure 
1, with one single lane per approach road, let 
assume that a stochastic hybrid model for the 
arrival and the departure traffic flows kt  )(  
for t in k  -th cycle, and kt  )( if t  in k -th cycle 
and traffic light green, 0k  otherwise. 
The evolution of k  and k  is well defined as 
soon as the parameters of the stochastic hybrid 
model proposed in this paper have been identified 
with sufficient accuracy. A complete model for 
the queue sizes )(tx j  for the j -th queue is 
described in the following equation 

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The operation of the intersection can be 
modeled as a stochastic hybrid system as shown 
in Figure 2 with the time-driven dynamics 
described by (1) and the event-driven dynamics 
dictated by GREEN-RED light switches and by 
events causing some )(tx j  to switch from 
positive to zero or vice versa. The evolution of 
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Figure 2. Stochastic hybrid automaton 
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queue-length with 1n  can be described, for 
example, by a Stochastic Hybrid Automaton as 
shown in Figure 2. The event set that affects the 
evolution of queue is },,,,{ 54321 eeeeeE  , where: 
(a) 1e corresponds to the value of )()( tt jj    
becoming strictly positive (after a period of non-
positive), (b) 2e  switches in the sign of )(tj
from 0 (zero) to strictly positive or a switch from 
mode-3 to mode-2, (c) 3e  is the queue-length 
becoming empty, i.e., 0jx  or a switch from 
mode-1 to mode-3, (d) 4e  switches a traffic light 
from RED to GREEN or a switch from mode-2 to 
mode-1, (e) 5e  switches a traffic light from 
GREEN to RED or a switch from mode-1 to 
mode-2. 
In this paper, we assume that k  and k  can 
be approximated by hidden Markov model 
(HMM). In the next section, we further develop 
this model in detail. In later section, it is then 
shown how to estimate the parameters of this 
model by using data-driven approaches. 
 
III. MODEL OF TRAFFIC FLOW 
In this approach, we use fluid flow model 
[6,7]. The traffic flow is described by a 
continuous random variable )(t  which 
expresses the number of vehicles passing a given 
location in the urban network during the time 
interval ),( dttt   is dtt).( . In order to avoid 
working with large integers, we fluidize our 
traffic variables by approximating integer 
numbers of vehicles by the real number. Hence, it 
can be defined as traffic flow with the ratio: 
)( 1 kk
k
k tt
N




 (3)
 
where kN  counts the number of vehicles in the 
interval ),( 1kk tt . The fluid flow approximation 
implicitly assumes that the traffic flow remains 
constant during the interval ),( 1kk tt , i.e.
)(tk    for ),( 1 kk ttt . This paper uses 
macroscopic approach to simplify the complexity 
of traffic flow. The hidden Markov model 
(HMM) model is also considered in this study. In 
this section, we model a generic traffic with flow 
rate kk    (which could represent the arrival 
flow rate k  or the departure flow rate k ). 
This HMM with Gaussian distribution is one 
of the simplest types of hybrid model. This type 
of HMM will be studied and used to show that 
this simple model with the transition probabilities 
is able to capture the complex phenomena of 
urban traffic flows. The underlying idea behind 
HMM is to describe the observed phenomena by 
two (or more) separate regimes with different 
statistical properties. Here, we use the Gaussian 
distribution to describe the traffic flow 
distribution (called )(t ) [8]: 
 
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where the traffic flow measurement is described 
by two separates states (modes) with different 
underlying properties. The variable denotes the 
state variable for traffic flow condition ”1” is the 
non-congestion mode, and ”2” is the congestion 
mode. The random variable traffic flow is driven 
by the normal distribution with mean   and 
variance 
2  as parameters. Equation (4) implies 
that statistical properties of the measurement nH  
depend on the actual state s . The 
jumping/switching mechanism between states is 
assumed to be governed by an unobserved 
Markov chain. The discrete transitions are 
assumed Markovian which means the current 
discrete mode 𝑠 depends only on the mode in the 
preceding period 1s . This model is completed 
by defining the transition probabilities of moving 
from one mode to another denote. 
    ijnnnn jsisis    11 PrPr  (5) 
where 1n  is a vector representing all the 
information available at the time 1n . These 
transitions can be used to represent the transition 
matrix ][ ijpP   controlling the behavior of traffic 
flow. Markovian assumption is reasonable since 
systems frequently exhibit probabilistic patterns 
in their switching behavior. To illustrate, urban 
traffic flow changes abruptly during the transition 
phases of entering or leaving in the rush hours. 
The HMM system has a framework of multiple 
modes corresponding to different traffic flow 
conditions. By defining the parameters 
  ,, sss   of HMM, the objective is to 
estimate or to identify the parameters of HMM 
system (4) by using Expectation-Maximization 
(EM) technique described in the next section. 
 
IV. IDENTIFICATION/PARAMETER 
ESTIMATION 
The parameter estimation can be carried out 
using an iterative two step EM procedure. In this 
case, the EM algorithm allows us to completely 
identify the HMM stochastic hybrid models 
proposed in the previous sections as a model for 
traffic flow. In this section, it is described the 
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application of the EM approach, originally 
proposed in [9] and then refined in [8] for 
switching systems (HMM) based on forward-
backward recursion or ‟smoothing‟. The EM 
approach is formulated in batch or off-line form, 
i.e. it uses a given number of observations 
obtained over a time interval ),0( T to iteratively 
find better and better estimate of the unknown 
parameters of a model that is valid over the 
period ),0( T . This offline approach needs a 
significant memory requirement and processing 
power for storing and processing large data sets. 
However, this approach is shown to be useful and 
applicable further in this paper. 
Estimation of the parameters   of the traffic 
flow model can be defined for HMM. The 
parameters of the HMM model are given by 
 2,1,,,,,, 2211  jiij  and the transition 
probabilities 2,1,, jiij . 
In this section, it will be briefly discussed the 
application of the EM algorithm for HMM due to 
limited space. The algorithm starts with an 
arbitrarily chosen vector of initial parameters 
  ,,,, 2211  for  2,1s . In the E-step 
inferences about the state process are derived. 
Since nS  is unobservable, only the expected 
values of the state process given by the 
observation vector can be calculated. In Bayesian 
inferences, these expectations result in the so 
called smoothed inferences that represent the 
conditional probabilities of the process being in 
modes s  at time n . Next step is the second step 
(M-step) maximum likelihood estimates of the 
parameters vector   based on the smoothed 
inferences in the E-step. The both steps (E and M 
steps) are repeated until the maximum of the 
likelihood function is reached with certain 
accuracy. The i  -th mode weighted log-
likelihood function is given by the following 
formula: 
         






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 
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2
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;|,,ln

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 ini
T
n
k
nnii iSPL
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The two main issues with the implementation 
of the EM algorithm are: (1) The conditional 
expectation is sometimes difficult to compute. 
This is the reason for using smoothed inferences 
which means that we use the whole data (batch) 
to find more accurate results. (2) The parameter 
vector converges to a local maximum, a good 
choice of initial conditions is necessary. In our 
traffic case, it is simply done by choosing the 
initial conditions based on the real measurement 
data. 
A detailed explanation of the algorithm is 
given in the following steps. 
 
A. The E-Step 
The E-step consists of forward filtering and 
backward filtering/smoothing. This step aims to 
calculate the conditional probabilities 
  knn iSP  ;1 . Assume that n  is the 
parameter vector calculated in the M-step during 
the previous iteration and    iSPi  1
0 . 
1) Forward Filtering: 
For n  = 1,2…., N iterate on this equation: 
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where  21, n  is the vector of traffic flow 
measurements and   knig  ;  is the probability 
density function at time n conditional on the 
measured value coming from mode i  (here, 1g  
and 2g  are Gaussian PDFs as shown in equation 
(4)); and 
       knn
j
k
ji
k
nn iSPpiSP  ;;
2
1
1     
until   kNN iSP  ;  is calculated. 
The starting point for the iteration is chosen 
as:     kikiSP   ;01 . 
2) Backward filtering 
for n  = 1N , 2N ,…, 1 iterate on 
  
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B. The M-Step 
The new parameter estimates  1k  can be 
derived by maximizing the log-likelihood 
function as shown in equation (6). It is straight 
forward in finding the parameters i  and 
2
i . 
 
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where inni Ef ,,   and 
  21,,  kiinni Eg   , 2,1i . 
Finally, we have     kNki iSP  ;11   and 
the transition probabilities are estimated by using 
equation (11), with the transition probabilities are 
restricted only by the condition that 0ijp  and 
1)...( 321  iNiii pppp  as shown in [9]. 
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where  kijp  is the transition probability from the 
previous iteration. All values obtained in the M-
step are then used as a new parameter vector 
          11111 ,,,   kikkikik  , 2,1i  in the 
next iteration of the M-step. The algorithm is 
terminated when       1kk  for some 
small  . 
 
V. STATE ESTIMATION 
As mentioned previously, the paper concerns 
with hybrid systems. Referring to equation (2) to 
(4) as a complete hybrid model of queue-length 
evolution, it is clear that the model depends on 
the arrival and departure flows:   and  . These 
flows can then be approximated by HMM whose 
parameters evolve through time according to the 
mode 
k
s . These parameters of HMM are 
resulted from EM parameter estimation. 
The state estimation/filtering problem means 
to look for an estimate of the state x  based on the 
measurements up to the time instant k , which 
will be denoted by },,,{ 21 kk yyyY  . Due to the 
stochastic nature of the system, the state is a 
random variable described by the conditional 
PDF  kYxp . It is important to note that in state 
estimation, we consider the state not as 
parameters. In this state estimation, we use PF 
technique but the PF algorithm is not discussed in 
detail. The tutorial paper by [11] is a very good 
introduction to study PF. In this PF, we use 
parameters of the HMM model identified in the 
EM parameter estimation. 
In this paper, we develop particle filter (PF) 
which is one of the approximations of Bayesian 
estimation. PF state estimation of a hybrid system 
with computationally efficient is the observation 
and transition-based most likely mode tracking 
particle filter (OTPF) technique proposed in [10]. 
In state estimation based on OTPF, one needs 
to compute the PDF of the hybrid system: 
)|,( kkk Ysxp , where ks  is the mode of the system 
at time k . The basic idea of OTPF algorithm is to 
look at the mode as an unknown system 
parameter. Since at each time step the system 
only follows one mode, and then it is reasonable 
to let it follows the most-likely mode denoted by 
ksˆ , therefore: 
)|()|(
),|()|(~
),|()|(),(
kkskk
kkkkk
kkkkkkkk
YxpYsp
YsxpYsp
YsxpYspYsxp
k





 (12) 
where )|ˆ( kk Ysp  is a constant and 
},,,{ 21 kk yyyY   are the measurements up to 
the time instant k . From the derivation of 
equation (12), it can be noted that )|ˆ( kk Ysp  will 
be absorbed in the normalization constant and 
will not affect the basic PF algorithm. Thus, the 
estimation problem for the hybrid system can be 
solved by using the basic PF [11] after the most 
likely mode is substituted. 
The PF in combination with the EM offline 
parameter estimation is a crucial part of the 
predictor system of the traffic flow. It can be 
useful and practical for periodically updating the 
parameters of hybrid model leading to an 
adaptive traffic flow state estimator/predictor. 
The interested reader may refer to references [8] 
for the detail. 
 
VI. EXPERIMENTAL LAYOUT 
This section focuses on modeling urban traffic 
flows using parameter estimation techniques. The 
data set of the experiment layout is shown in 
Figure 1 over a time window ],0[ T . The time-
window size is important in order to define the 
model that will be used for estimating traffic flow 
for the next time-window. The effect of varying 
time-window size and its practical implication on 
the performance of the estimator will be 
investigated in the next section. The accuracy of 
estimated traffic flow is critical for achieving 
good performance of traffic control strategies. 
An example of the arrival flow 11L  and the 
departure flow 11L  of the intersection I-313 
using the data with a one day time-window size 
to identify the parameters of the flow model as a 
hybrid system with 3 modes is considered as 
introduced in the section 2 and 3. The data set 
was obtained from the sensors of the the sydney 
coordinated adaptive traffic system (SCATS) 
system on Jalan Thamrin in Jakarta. The system 
includes measurement of the traffic flow as well 
as the period of the cycle of each intersection. 
Note that the intersections (313 and 314) have a 
different red/green cycle time. This implies that 
there is a difference in the time intervals ),[ 1nk
n
k tt
, 313n  or 314n , which are used for 
measuring 11L and 11L . Let 
m
kN  be the number 
of vehicles passing sensor location m  ( m  = 6, 7, 
9, 12 at intersection 314n ; m  = 8, 9, 10 at 
intersection 313n ) during the time intervals 
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),[ 1nk
n
k tt , 313n  or 314n , then L11
k 
= (N7,314
k
 + 
N8,314
k
 + N9,314
k
 + N12,314
k
)/(tk+1
314
 - tk
314
), and L11
k
 = 
(N8,313
k
 + N9,313
k
 + N10,313
k
)/(tk+1
313
 - tk
313
). Note that 
the k -th sample for arrival and for departure 
flows does not in general correspond to the same 
physical time t . 
The paper only focuses on the study of the 
development and the validation of a model of 
traffic flow as a hybrid system. The experiment is 
aimed to model the traffic flows using HMM 
characterized by parameters shown in equation 
(2) to (4). 
The objective of next experiment is to model 
the considered traffic flow using HMM. The 
model is characterized by parameters 
  ,, sss   which are mean and variance of 
traffic flow in each mode, and transition 
probabilities. In this experiment, there are two 
cases: Case 1 is a case of an urban traffic flow of 
the City of Jakarta with the configuration and 
location is shown in Figure 1. The data are taken 
from September 1 to September 8, 2012. It is 
important to note that the data consist of not only 
the traffic flow but also the duration of cycle of 
each intersection. In this case, we consider a 
departure flow L11 of I-313. In this case, the 
traffic flow is defined as a number of vehicles 
passing to the lane number 8, 9 and 10 of 
L11/green duration of I-313. Whereas case 2 is a 
case of incoming flow to urban network on the 
City of Bandung is considered. The data were 
taken at 15 minutes time interval during June 11 
to June 13, 2012. The data were gathered from 
0:00 AM to 24 PM on each day. In this case, the 
traffic flow is defined as a number of vehicles 
passing the specific lanes during 15 minutes. 
Using the EM-technique as shown in previous 
section, we can find the parameters of the model 
for the traffic flow of the two cases as shown in 
Table 1. It is clear that the EM technique is able 
to identify the modes. Although this HMM is a 
simple model, as shown in Figure 3, the model 
can capture the complexity of the traffic flow. A 
capability to identify the mode is represented by 
the results of estimated probabilities for that 
measurement data nH  being in specific mode j  
at time n , such as mode 1 or mode 2. This 
capability is very important to capture the 
transition phenomena in traffic flow. Overall, the 
EM algorithm with HMM is able to correctly 
identify clusters of mode-1or mode-2. 
The parameters in Table 1 are used to carry 
out one-step-ahead prediction, but we only do 
validation for the case 2 with 15 minutes time 
update. The particle filter (PF) technique will be 
applied to validate the model and to estimate the 
traffic flow under the assumption that the 
parameters of the underlying HMM model are 
known correctly. As shown in previous section, 
the objective of optimization in the EM algorithm 
is to find the parameters of the HMM through 
maximization the log-likelihood function defined 
in equation (6) with respect to the underlying 
unknown parameters. 
Case 2 is the case for 15 minute updated 
traffic flow and compared with measurement/ 
observations on June 13, 2012. It is important to 
note that the parameters in Table 1 were built 
based on the measurement data on June 11-12. 
For prediction, we used measurement data on 
June 13. Figure 4 shows that the proposed model 
is able to capture the complex phenomena with 
satisfactory results except around index 80
th
. This 
result confirms that the model is applicable to 
this case. 
 
VII. TRAFFIC SIMULATION 
The increasing power of computer 
technologies, the evolution of software 
engineering and the advent of the intelligent 
transport systems (ITS) have prompted traffic 
simulation to become one of the most used 
approaches for traffic analysis in support of the 
design and evaluation of traffic systems. The 
ability of traffic simulation to emulate the time 
variability of traffic phenomena makes it a 
unique tool for capturing the complexity of traffic 
systems. Microscopic traffic simulation based on 
the emulation of traffic flows from the dynamics 
of individual vehicle is becoming one the most 
attractive approaches. 
The paper is not intended to explain the 
simulator in detail. The interested reader may 
refer to documents of VISSIM. However, in this 
paper, traffic simulator VISSIM will be used to 
analyze traffic flow in urban network, especially 
in the signalized intersection context. 
We use VISSIM microscopic traffic simulator 
to create a hypothetical network to test the 
proposed Bayesian PF estimator (part of control 
strategies) at a network level. The studied 
network is a single grid type intersection. The 
length of each link is 300 meters with two-way 
roads exist in this network to simulate the typical 
situation of an urban network. The features or the 
characteristics of the simulation are described 
below. The desired speed distribution used in this 
exercise was 35 to 65 kph. This value was chosen 
based on prior experience with VISSIM and by 
default, we considered one vehicle occupies the 
full width of one lane in VISSIM. 
The signals in the network are set to fit the 
configuration of the intersection. There are two-
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phased signals. The signal is modeled as fixed 
controlled with duration of each phase is fixed 
for minimum green time to a maximum green 
time. The cycle length is set to 80 seconds with 
green duration is 35 seconds, amber duration is 3 
seconds and all-to-red is 2 seconds. The traffic 
demand of this network is an input in the form of 
OD matrices. The vehicle flow of generation 
origin is 0.16 vehicle/second and the simulation 
time interval is 3,600 seconds. There are „zones‟ 
located at the periphery of the network, and the 
OD matrix is defined as zone to zone demand. 
From the links associated with these zones, 
vehicles are released into the network. 
In VISSIM simulator: (a). A vehicle is in 
queue condition if its speed is less than the Begin 
speed and has not exceeded the End speed yet; 
(b). Current queue length is measured upstream 
every time step. From these values, the 
arithmetical average is computed for every time 
interval. By that definition and hybrid model of 
the queue-length in equation (2, 3, 4), the 
cumulative numbers of vehicles traversing sensor 
locations (e.g. AF-4 and DF-4) are recorded w.r.t 
traffic signal sequence which therefore refer to 
gGk T., , rRk T.,  , and gGk T., . Based on that, the 
PF algorithm can then be applied to estimate the 
queue length. The ‟actual‟ queue length (by 
VISSIM) can be recorded by putting the queue 
counter in the front of stop-line at the end of 
every red light (cycle-by-cycle). In this case, we 
set and used type of „average‟ of the queue-
length. Figure 5 shows that the particle filter 
estimator gives a similar result compare to the 
Table1. 
Parameter estimation results 
Case 1:  Case 2: 
nS  = 1 nS  = 2 nS =1 n
S
=2 
  = 0.2174   = 0.6806   = 115.78   = 471.16 
2  =  0.014 2  = 0.044 2  = 6.3762e+003 
2  = 4.3072e+003 
Transition Probabilities 







0.98750.0125
0.01320.9868

 
Transition Probabilities 







0.98080.0192
0.02390.9761

 
 
Figure 4. Predicted flow versus observed flow 
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both approach of VISSIM. Figure 6 shows the 
example of the visualization of signal time table 
and measuring data (veh) in each detector in 
VISSIM. 
 
VIII. CONCLUSION 
The paper presents an overview of the 
application of modeling, identification, 
estimation, and simulation techniques for urban 
traffic flows. The application confirmed that the 
proposed model gave satisfactory results which 
captures the variation of traffic flow. The 
technique together with simulator platform create 
the possibility to develop a real-time traffic light 
controller. By describing the urban traffic flow in 
the perspective of system and control theory, we 
encourage the control community to explore the 
 
Figure 5. Queue length estimation in VISSIM 
 
 
Figure 6. Visualization in VISSIM 
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ideas and perspectives for ITS community. The 
big problem in ITS is how to develop the 
coordinated control for large-scale urban network 
and for that the control community has a big 
opportunity to offer a better solution. 
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